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To conclude
Here’s another exercise for the physics 
educator: 
A person holds one end of a string in 
her hand. A mass is tied to the other 
end. The person starts rotating the mass 
along a horizontal plane. What path 
would the mass take once the person 
lets go of the string? 
How would you respond to this question? 
Pose this question to your students, 
and seek their responses. If quite a few 
responses turn out to be folk myths, 
can you think of an experiment or a 
pedagogical strategy that counters it?
• Given the human tendency to rationalise, we tend to construct, often incorrect, intuitive 
causal theories to understand and make predictions about the world around us.
• With foundational concepts, students may use accepted scientific theories, like Newton's first 
law of motion, in classroom discussions and examination papers, while holding on to intuitive 
folk theories to understand real-world phenomenon.
• Providing ‘quality instruction and resource material’ may not be sufficient in challenging a 
child’s preconceptions and folk theories.
• Exercises requiring students to verbalise or pictorially depict their understanding of particular 
phenomena may help teachers draw out folk theories that children have constructed.
• An understanding of student folk theories can be used to design pedagogical strategies (like 
the use of counter-examples to provoke cognitive dissonance) that introduce foundational 
concepts in an intelligible, coherent, plausible and useful manner.
Key takeaways
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